In this paper we propose a framework of Assume / Guarantee contracts for schedulability analysis. Unlike previous work addressing compositional scheduling analysis, our objective is to provide support for the OEM / supplier subcontracting relation. The adaptation of Assume / Guarantee contracts to schedulability analysis requires some care, due to the handling of conflicts caused by shared resources. We illustrate our framework in the context of Autosar methodology now popular in the automotive industry sector. 7 It is actually not uncommon that some critical assumptions are implicit in requirements documents, which may, at times, become a problem.
Introduction and Related Work
The focus of this work is the integration phase of a design process, where software components are allocated to a hardware platform. We consider scenarios like the fol- Figure 1 shows a target platform that is envisioned by, say, an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). It consists of two processing nodes (CPU 1 and CPU 2 ). Suppose the OEM wants to implement two applications, characterized by contracts C 1 and C 2 , on this architecture and delegates their actual implementation to two different suppliers. Both applications share a subset of the resources of the target platform, e.g. tasks τ 2 and τ 4 are executed on CPU 2 after integration. Furthermore, we assume the system specification C shown in Figure 1 to be available from previous design phases. While some components together with their (local) contracts may also be known (e.g. in case of reuse), the OEM generally has to negotiate proper specifications with the suppliers, in our case the two contracts C 1 and C 2 . In doing so, the scheduling of the software components delegated to each supplier must yield a satisfactory scheduling at system integration time, meaning that timing constraints are met given the performance characteristics of the computing and communication resources, even though the two designs compete for shared resources.
Quoted verbatim from [17] by Insup Lee et al.: 4 Real-time systems could benefit from component-based design, only if components can be assembled without violating compositionality on timing properties. When the timing properties of components can be analyzed compositionally, component-based real-time systems allow components to be developed and validated independently and to be assembled together without global validation. [17] develops a model of scheduling interface collecting the workloads, resources, and scheduling policy, addressing the above quoted objectives. Specific classes of hard real-time system scheduling problems are considered, namely periodic models and bounded-delay models. This group of authors has further developed the same track with the same techniques, making increasingly large classes of scheduling problems amenable for compositional analysis. This significant body of work is nicely summarized in the tutorial paper [3] and implemented through the CARTS tool for compositional analysis of real-time systems [14] . One interesting application case concerns the scheduling of ARINC partitions [10] . Compositional schedulability analyses have been proposed on top of the UPPAAL tool [6, 5] with mixed scheduling policies and probabilistic evaluations. In a different direction, Lothar Thiele and co-workers have developed for real-time scheduling an algebraic framework called the Real-Time Calculus (RTC) [21, 22, 13] . Components of the RT Calculus are linear transfer functions in the max-plus algebra and interface behaviors are expressed as arrival curves, which specify lower and upper bounds for event arrivals. [21, 20] considers real-time interfaces where assumptions and guarantees are expressed by means of arrival curves on inputs and outputs, respectively. Refinement of such interfaces is characterized and a parallel composition is defined; adaptive interfaces are proposed in which arrival curves are propagated throughout the network of components, compositionally. The above very elegant model captures timing and precedence constraints but does not consider conflicts due to shared resources. A blending of this model with timed automata is studied in [11] together with a mapping of RTC-based real-time interfaces to timed automata. The work [12] applies and develops similar techniques for distributed heterogeneous time-triggered automotive systems.
Our work in this section has its roots in [19, 15, 16, 18] , which in turn are based upon the ideas underlying the interfaces for control and scheduling proposed in [23, 1, 2] . Contrary to these scheduling interfaces, we consider multiple resources and take task precedences into account. Our aim is different from the previous set of references and complements it nicely. In our work we assume that a procedure performing global scheduling analysis is available, so our focus is not on specific classes of schedulability analyses. Our aim is rather to lift such procedures to a contract framework supporting OEM-supplier relations in a supply chain. We first provide support for decomposing a system-level scheduling contract into sub-contracts for suppliers, while guaranteeing safe system integration-this is different from the objectives of previous compositional schedulability studies. Second, our contract framework provides support for fusing different viewpoints on the system using contract conjunction. The model of scheduling components is presented in Section 2. Scheduling components capture implementations and environments for our scheduling contracts, developed in Section 3. Our approach is illustrated in Section 4 by an example in the context of the Autosar methodology.
Scheduling Components

Our approach: Building on top of Assume/Guarantee contracts
Recall that Assume/Guarantee contracts (A/G-contracts) are pairs of assumption and guarantees: C = (A, G). In the basic A/G-contract framework [4] , A and G are assertions, i.e., sets of traces for system variables. 5 Components capturing legal implementations or environments of contracts are also modeled by assertions. Component E is a legal environment for C if E ⊆ A and component M is an implementation for C if A×M ⊆ G. In this writing, ⊆ is simply set inclusion and component composition × is by intersection of sets of traces (assuming that the underlying set of system variables is universal and thus fixed): A×M = def A∩M. One key notion of A/G-contracts is saturation: Contracts (A, G) and (A, G ∪ ¬A), where ¬ is set complement, possess identical sets of legal environments and implementations, so we consider them equivalent. The second one is called saturated and is a canonical form for the class of equivalent contracts. Also, M C = G ∪ ¬A is the maximal implementation for this contract. Thus, we need the operations ∪ and ¬, or at least we need the operation (A, G) → G ∪ ¬A, which is to be interpreted as "A entails G". Then for C and C two saturated contracts, refinement C C holds iff A ⊇ A and G ⊆ G hold. The result of the composition C 1 ⊗ C 2 of two saturated contracts, is a contract ((
Thus, as a first step, we need the counterpart of assertions for our scheduling component framework, with the associated algebra. Ingredients of scheduling problems are: tasks with their precedence conditions reflecting data dependencies and resource allocation. The sets of timed traces we are interested in are those satisfying the scheduling constraints, plus quantitative properties such as period, deadline conditions, etc. We call the resulting model concrete scheduling components. Unfortunately, no rich algebra with the requested operators ⊆, ×, ∪, ¬ exists for concrete scheduling components.
By abstracting away part of the description of task activities in traces, we slightly abstract concrete scheduling components to so-called abstract ones. The idea is that we keep only what is essential for capturing interactions of scheduling problems, namely: 1) trigger and release events for tasks, and 2) busyness of resources. The abstraction map binds each concrete scheduling component to its abstraction and we will show that this binding is faithful with respect to composition and refinement. The framework of abstract scheduling components is simple enough so we manage to equip it with the wanted operations ⊆, ×, ∩, ∪, ¬. A/G-contracts for abstract scheduling components follow then easily. The rest of this section is devoted to the introduction of concrete and abstract scheduling components. Then we study the relation between them.
Concrete Scheduling Components
For our model of scheduling components we assume the following: -A slotted model of real-time, in which the real line R + is divided into successive discrete time slots of equal duration. Successive slots are thus indexed by using natural numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . , n, . . . ∈ N. -An underlying set T of tasks, generically denoted by the symbol τ. To describe events of interest for tasks, we consider the following alphabets: The control alphabet Σ c = {i, o, io, aw, sl} collects the trigger, completion, trigger-and-completion, awake, and sleeping events, for a task; this alphabet describes the triggering and completion of tasks; since we follow a slotted model of time, triggering and completion can occur within the same slot, which is indicated by the event io; The busyness alphabet Σ b = { * , ⊥} collecting the busy and idle events; this alphabet indicates, for a task τ , its status busy/idle at a given time slot. On top of these alphabets, we build:
reflecting that task τ can only be busy when it is not sleeping. The status of a task τ in each time slot is expressed by using alphabet Σ τ . In addition, each task τ comes equipped with a pair (p t (τ), p c (τ)) ∈ P×P of trigger and completion ports, where P is an underlying set of ports. For T a set of tasks, we will consider the set P T = def p t (τ), p c (τ) | τ ∈ T . -An underlying set R of resources, generically denoted by the symbol r. A resource can be either available or busy with executing a given task at a given time slot. Resources can run in parallel. Each resource r ∈ R is assigned the alphabet Σ r ⊆ T ∪ {0} of the tasks it can run, where the special symbol 0 indicates that r is idle.
is the sort of M, where: T ⊆ T is the set of tasks, R ⊆ R is the set of resources, and ρ : T → R, the resource allocation map, is a partial function satisfying τ ∈ Σ ρ(τ) . Say that tasks τ 1 and τ 2 are non-conflicting if they do not use the same resource:
We require that this relation is cycle free and we denote by the partial order on T obtained by taking transitive closure of −→ • and we call the precedence order.
The dual order between ports will also be needed: for p 1 , p 2 ∈ P T , say that p 1 precedes p 2 , written p 1 −→ p 2 , if there exists τ ∈ T such that p 1 = p t (τ) and p c (τ) = p 2 ; relation −→ is cycle free if so was −→ • and, with no risk of confusion, we also denote by the precedence order on P T generated by −→ .
-L ⊆ Σ ω T is the language of M, where Σ T = def T → Σ τ , and A ω denotes the set of all infinite words over alphabet A. Due to the decomposition (1) of Σ τ , every word w ∈ L can be equivalently seen as a pair of words w = (w c , w b ) describing the control and busyness history of w.
Since a word w∈L yields a history for each task, it induces, by picking the resource running that task, a corresponding resource word w R , such that w R is the tuple collecting the w r for r ∈ R, such that, for every slot n:
i.e., w r (n) returns the set of tasks that resource r runs at slot n. This set is not a singleton if and only if a conflict occurs at slot n regarding resource r. Whenever convenient, we will denote by T K or T K the set of tasks of sort K, and similarly for the other constituents of a sort. The events of a task τ will be denoted by
obtained by projecting w to the sub-alphabet Σ T and projecting the induced word w R to the sub-alphabet Σ R , respectively.
Definition 2 (Semantics of concrete scheduling components). Call behavior of sort K any infinite word w ∈ Σ ω T satisfying the following three scheduling conditions:
1. For each task τ ∈ T , the control word w c belongs to the language (sl * .(io+i.aw * .o)) ω , where a * = def +a+a.a+a.a.a+ . . . is the Kleene closure starting at the empty word. Informally, the two events i and o alternate in w, with i occurring first; io is interpreted as the immediate succession of two i and o events at the same time slot. 2. τ 1 τ 2 implies that, for every n≥1, the nth occurrence of event o τ 1 must have occurred in w strictly before i τ 2 (in words, τ 2 can only start after τ 1 has completed); 3. w is non-conflicting: for any two conflicting tasks τ 1 and τ 2 belonging to T (cf.
Definition 1), it never happens that w τ 1 and w τ 2 are non-idle at the same time slot.
The semantics of M is the sub-language
Due to the above Condition 2, tasks related by precedence conditions possess identical logical clocks-in particular, if they are specified periodic, their periods must be equal. This is not required for tasks not related by precedence conditions.
Comment 1
The pair M = (K, L) can be seen as the specification of a global scheduling problem. The sort K fixes the set of tasks and their precedence conditions, the set of resources, and the allocation of tasks to resources. The language L can serve to specify additional aspects of this scheduling problem, including task durations and/or minimum time interval between successive activation calls for a task. 
is defined as follows:
where pr T →T i , i = 1, 2, denotes the projection from T to T i and pr −1 is its inverse.
Of course, the key to understand the meaning of composition × is the construction of the semantics 
As announced in the introductory discussion of Section 2, the model of concrete scheduling components is too complex and detailed as a model of components on top of which contracts can be built. We are unable to define the operations we need on components, particularly ⊆ and ∪¬ (in turn, parallel composition × was easy to define as we have seen). The notion of abstract scheduling component we develop in the forthcoming section will overcome these difficulties. Abstract scheduling components capture the architecture aspect of Figure 1 , namely: ports carrying start and completion events of tasks, and resources-tasks themselves are, however, ignored.
Abstract Scheduling Components
Recall that Σ r is the alphabet of tasks that can be executed by resource r, see the beginning of Section 2.2. Symbol "1" indicates the occurrence of an event at the considered port. Abstract scheduling components come equipped with the following algebra:
-The Boolean algebra ∩, ∪, ¬, and the inclusion ⊆ on sets; -A parallel composition by intersection:
Thus, abstract scheduling components offer all the algebra required for a universe of components on top of which A/G-contracts can be built. It is therefore interesting to map concrete to abstract scheduling components. Recall that, for K = (T, R, ρ) a sort, we denote by P T = def p t (T ) p c (T ) ⊆ P the set of ports used by T , see the beginning of Section 2.2. Then, we set 2. Denote by π T (w) the word over {0, 1} P T obtained from w as follows. For every p ∈ P T , define • p = τ ∈ T | p c (τ) = p and p • = τ ∈ T | p t (τ) = p , the sets of anterior and posterior tasks of p. The nth event of p is put nondeterministically after the n−1st event of p, when or after every task belonging to • p has completed for the nth time in w, and strictly before every task belonging to p • has started for the nth time in w. If • p=∅, then the first condition is not considered and similarly if p • =∅. 3. Denote by π R (w) the word over alphabet r∈R Σ r defined as follows: For every time slot n and every resource r ∈ R, set π R (w)(r, n) = τ if and only if w(τ, n) = (c, b) satisfies b = * and ρ(τ) = r. This part of word π R (w) represents the "positive history" of w, i.e., the use of the resources belonging to R by tasks belonging to T ; We complement π R (w) by describing the "negative history" of w, consisting of a description of all the possibilities left, for tasks not belonging to T , in using resources from R: in all slots of π R (w)(r, n) that are still idle, we set π R (w)(r, n) = τ where τ ∈ Σ r , τ T is chosen nondeterministically. Then, with reference to the sort K = (T, R, ρ) of M, we set:
where the quantification ranges over w ∈ [[M]] and all instances of nondeterministic choices in step 2, and pr V ω →V ω K denotes the projection, from V ω to V ω K .
Step 2 is sound since w is a behavior in the sense of Definition 2.
Step 2 is the key step since it transforms a max-plus type of parallel composition (every task waits for all its preceding tasks having completed before starting) into a dataflow connection where data are communicated through the shared ports. The data communicated are the events carried by the ports. These events occur nondeterministically after all preceding tasks have completed for the nth time and before all succeeding tasks start for the nth time.
Step 3 complements the actual history of each task of M by an explicit description of all possibilities that are left to other scheduling components in using resources shared with M. The reason for doing this is that this allows to capture the interleaved use of shared resources by different components, by a simple parallel composition by intersection.
The above construction is illustrated in Figure 2 . When hiding the tasks sitting inside the boxes, the architecture shown on Figure 1 is a dataflow representation of [[M]] A : in interpreting this figure, one should consider that each task is free to start any time after it has received its triggering event, and free to wait for some time before emitting its completion event. The special property 2) is not preserved under the Boolean set algebra. Therefore, the On the second diagram, blanks figure the slots left free for any external task to run on the referred resource. The yellow rectangles indicate the room for nondeterministic choices; bounds of these rooms are figured by pointing arrows; where such arrow is missing, the corresponding rectangle is unbounded on that side.
Faithfulness of the mapping
Consider two concrete scheduling components M 1 and M 2 , where M i = (K i , L i ) and
It is difficult and generally undecidable to compare their abstract semantics:
We will, however, need such checks in the sequel. We thus propose some effective sufficient conditions ensuring the inclusion of abstract semantics. ψ(τ 1 )=τ 1 and ψ(τ 2 )=τ 2 together entail τ 1 τ 2 ⇒ τ 1 τ 2 . 2. For each task τ ∈ T , there exists an injective total map χ τ :
where the Σ τ are copies, for each referred task τ , of the alphabet defined in (1); set χ = def τ ∈ T χ τ . The language L is defined through some temporal property Timing_Prop on the events from alphabet τ ∈ T Σ τ , and, replacing, in Timing_Prop, every event e by its image χ(e) defines a language L such that L ⊇ L .
Say that M M when the above three conditions hold.
Observe that Conditions 1 involve only the sorts K 1 and K 2 of M 1 and M 2 . Condition 2 formalizes the situation in which the language L 2 is specified through timing properties relating certain events of interest for tasks of M 2 (duration between trigger and completion, end-to-end duration when traversing a set of successive tasks, etc.). The considered events are then mapped to some events of M 1 and the timing property remains the same or is strengthened. The following results hold: 
Scheduling Contracts
As recommended in Section 2.1, we first define what components are, and then we define contracts. Regarding components, the notations used here refer to the operations ⊆, ∩, ∪, ¬, × introduced for abstract scheduling components in Section 2.3.
Definition 6 (Scheduling contracts).
A scheduling contract is a pair C = (A, G) of abstract scheduling components, called the assumptions and the guarantees.
The set E C of the legal environments for C collects all abstract scheduling components E with non-empty semantics such that E ⊆ A. The set M C of all implementations of C consists of all abstract scheduling components M with non-empty semantics such that A×M ⊆ G.
Each scheduling contract can be put in its equivalent saturated form C =(A, G∪¬A), possessing the same sets of legal environments and implementations. Scheduling contract C is compatible if and only if A ∅ and consistent if and only if G ∪ ¬A ∅. Say that scheduling contract
The background theory of A/G-contracts applies. Note that A∩G = A∩(G ∪¬A), hence checking schedulability does not require the contract to be saturated. The justification of this notion of schedulability for contracts is given in the next section.
In practice the designer will specify scheduling contracts using concrete, not abstract, scheduling components: Definition 7 (Concrete scheduling contracts). Call concrete scheduling contract (or concrete contract) a pair C = (A, G) of composable concrete scheduling components called its assumptions and guarantees. See Definition 3 for the notion of composability. To contrast with concrete contracts, we will sometimes call abstract scheduling contracts, or abstract contracts, the scheduling contracts of Definition 6. The mapping from concrete to abstract scheduling components developed in Section 2.3 allows mapping concrete scheduling contracts to abstract ones:
Say that C is consistent, compatible, schedulable, or in saturated form, if so is C (A,G) .
Lemma 6 (Checking for contract refinement). The following conditions imply refinement C (A,G) j∈J C (A j ,G j ) : for every j ∈ J, A j is composable with G and the following two conditions hold: A j × G G j and A j A.
Getting sub-contracts in the Autosar development process
In this section we develop techniques in support of the following design steps, which are advocated by the Autosar methodology [7, 8] : This process is rather informal. It is thus tempting to interpret the above tasks as refinement steps, for scheduling contracts. With this in mind, Steps 1 and 2 exhibit no particular difficulty. Step 3, however, raises a problem. Adding the consideration of resources to a resourceless contract cannot be a refinement step. This can be seen from Lemma 3, which gives sufficient conditions for concrete contract refinement: referring to this lemma, there is no way that the resulting contracts C = (A , G ) can refine C
since [[A ]] A ⊇ [[A]]
A is not possible when resources are added, from A to A . This is no surprise in fact, since one cannot independently add shared resources to different contracts, and at the same time expect to be able to develop independently.
Of course, from a theoretical standpoint, there is an easy solution to this problem. One could argue that not considering resources and budgeting them from the very beginning is a mistake and cannot work. Following this argument we would need to consider resources already in the top-level contracts, and address budgeting right from the beginning. Unfortunately, this is in total disagreement with the Autosar approach, which advocates at early stages the specification of software architectures consisting of software components, regardless of resources.
To overcome this difficulty, our approach is: 1) to precisely characterize the "illegal" development steps we perform that violate contract refinement, and 2) to precisely identify the resulting risks for later system integration. To this end we will use the weaker notion of port-refinement, for concrete contracts. Decompose the alphabet V introduced in Definition 4:
and is the allocation map with empty domain. In words, we first ignore the possible conflicts due to shared resources (replacing M by M ρ/ ), we then take the abstract semantics [[M ρ/ ]] A , and we finally project the resulting abstract semantics over the ports only (taking pr V P (...)). Despite the boldface notation used, port-contracts are abstract contracts. For C and C two concrete contracts, say that
We will restrict the illegal steps of Process 1 to the following situation, which does not contradict the Autosar methodology. Assume, from early design stages on, prior knowledge of the following property about a given set T of tasks-this does not require detailed knowledge of the computing resources: 
Illegal steps are performed on T-closed contracts only. An illegal step consists in replacing T-closed contract C by another T-closed contract C port-refining it: C P C.
Port-refinement being not a refinement, replacing C by C won't ensure that any implementation of C meets the guarantees of C under any legal environment for Cit should ensure this if it was a true refinement. Still, the following result holds, which precisely bounds the risks at system integration time: Lemma 7 expresses that G is an implementation of C that, when put in the context of the most permissive environment of C, meets the guarantee G and is schedulable. That G is met will remain valid for any legal environment of C and any implementation of C . Schedulability, however, is only ensured by the most permissive environment of C and implementation of C . This restriction is not surprising since schedulability is a liveness property whereas A/G-contracts support only safety properties.
We are now ready to explain how the Autosar development process (Process 1) can be made safe by implementing the illegal development steps safely.
Process 2 (Autosar development process made safe)
We assume a segregated subset T of tasks.
1. Start with a top-level, T-closed, contract C func top = (A top , G top ). At this level, only functions are considered while computing resources are ignored. Functions are abstracted as systems of tasks with their precedence constraints. The top-level contract may be the conjunction of several viewpoints, and/or it may be specified by means of requirement tables.
-Comment: No change with respect to Process 1 besides T-closedness.
2. To prepare for subcontracting to different suppliers, decompose the above functional contract C top into functional, resource agnostic, sub-contracts in such a way that
where the C i are T-closed subcontracts for the different suppliers. In addition, we require that A ref and A top possess identical sets of tasks, i.e., map ψ of Lemma 3 is the identity. By Lemma 6, (5) ensures C func ref C func top . So far resources were not considered.
-Comment: No change so far, with respect to Process 1, besides naming contracts and making refinement step precise through (5) . The first two steps make no reference to semantics, meaning that no scheduling analysis is required, cf. 
An example in the context of Autosar
To illustrate the practical use of the framework of scheduling contracts in Autosar, we consider as an example an excerpt of an exterior light management system for an automobile. 6 Regarding modeling methodology and notations, we will be using both concrete contracts (for the specification of contracts at early steps of the design) and abstract contracts (when using the contract algebra). We will use the symbols C and C to distinguish between them. The duration of the time slot is 1µs.
Step 1 of Process 2: In this step a view of the Virtual Functional Bus System is created. It shows how the system functions interact regardless of any network topology or deployment across multiple ECUs. Step 1 of Process 2 is performed by considering resourceless contracts for this Virtual Functional Bus (VFB) view. All contracts created in this step have to be T-closed to prepare for the later steps where resources are added. In 6 A case-study from the German SPES2020 project , where the latter may also carry data items. The languages L A and L G of a (concrete) scheduling contract can be specified by means of the Autosar timing extensions [9] . The concept of observable events allows to derive sorts of scheduling components, as well as ports of their tasks. Precedence order −→ • follows from the interconnection of ports of software components.
To avoid heavy textual notations, in the following we denote by the expression δ(X, Y) the latency between occurrence of an event at port X and occurrence of an event at port Y. Further S(X, T, J) denotes a periodic event model for occurrences of events at port X, where T is the period and J is the jitter. We will also write S(X, T ), if J = 0. We use boolean operators to combine such expressions.
In the case-study there is a maximum allowed latency between brake sensing and activating the brake lights. The same applies to flashing the warn lights in case of an emergency brake situation. The resulting top-level contract for the VFB is as follows:
A top makes explicit an assumption about the frequency of sensor samples of the brake pedal position. These assumptions were not part of the requirements. 7
Step 2 of Process 2: Assuming that components BrakeLights and TurnLights are implemented by two different suppliers, we propose sub-contracts specifying a time budgeting for them. Thereby a clear assignment of responsibilities to the suppliers is achieved.
This activity is step 2 of Process 2. In our case two subcontracts are specified:
C BL = S(ext_pedal, 20ms) , δ(ext_pedal, ext_brake_lamp) ≤ 25ms ∧ δ(ext_pedal, emcy) ≤ 5ms C TL = S(emcy, 20ms, 5ms) ∧ S(trig_TL, 20ms) , δ(emcy, ext_rear_di_lamp) ≤ 50ms
These contracts are still resourceless. To ensure that C BL and C TL are correct with respect to the top-level contract, we must prove the refinement
This can be performed by invoking Lemma 6.
Steps 3 and 4 of Process 2: The next step in the Autosar methodology consists in developing system and sub-system views, where the network topology and deployment of software components to ECUs is defined. Resource aware contracts are now considered. A resource is allocated to each task of the contracts defined for the VFB description. Precedence constraints between tasks are not modified. If tasks of the assumption are pair-wise non-conflicting (see Definition 1), this yields a resource aware T-closed contract, that port-refines the contract of the VFB. For the example, the VFB view is further refined and then deployed as the architecture shown in Figure 4 . The blue dashed boxes denote the previous components BrakeLights and TurnLights from the architecture shown on Figure 3 . The brown boxes labeled CBE, CAN and RIE, indicate resources allocated to tasks. Deployment is driven by the separation of the sensing and control parts from the actuation part. In addition to allocating resources, execution budgets are specified per task. Mirroring the decomposition of the VFB description, the contract of the system view is the composition of the resource aware sub-contracts C BL and C TL . Since contracts created in this step and in previous steps 1 and 2 are T-closed, Lemma 7 applies and we can bound the risks for later system integration.
Conclusion
We have developed a framework of Assume / Guarantee contracts for schedulability analysis. The methodological step of Autosar suggesting a transition from a Virtual Function Bus view, which is independent of the target platform, to a system view where network topology and deployment across ECUs is considered, was particularly challenging. A strict contract based approach offering independent development was not feasible, since task scheduling is a resource allocation problem, which, by essence, can only be solved globally. However, our approach allows to properly bound the development steps of the Autosar methodology that do not comply with the rules of contract based design, while avoiding risks at system integration with a clear and limited additional discipline regarding resource segregation. Within resource segregated subsystems, our contract framework enables compositional reasoning about scheduling of applications distributed over several resources.
